
DisoveryofnewChemiallyPeuliar lateB-typestars: theaseofHD67044Rihard Monier, Marwan Gebran, Frederi RoyerRihard.Monier�obspm.fr, mgebran�ndu.lb.edu,Frederi.Royer�obspm.frIntrodutionHD 67044 urrently assigned an B8 spetral typeis one of the slowly rotating B stars situated inthe northern hemisphere whih we are urrentlyobserving. The seletion riteria for this sam-ple of stars are a delination higher than −15o,spetral lass B8 or B9, luminosity lass V or IVand V magnitude brighter than 7.85. Most ofthe stars of this B8-9 sample have just reentlybeen observed in Deember 2014. The inentiveof this work is to perform a areful abundaneanalysis study of high resolution high S
N

ratiospetra of these objets and sort them out intohemially normal stars (ie. whose abundanesdo not depart more than ± 0.15 dex from solar),new spetrosopi binaries and new hemiallypeuliar B stars(CPs) whih had remained uno-tied so far. HD 67044 is one of these new CPstars. We present here new abundane determi-nations for HD 67044 whih allow us to proposethat this star is a new CP late B star. Monieret al. (2015) have reently published the dis-overy of 4 new HgMn stars (3 from this late-Bstars sample and one from a sample of 47 earlyA types stars verifying the same riteria). Royeret al (2014) have published the analysis of thesample of 47 early A stars having low appar-ent projeted veloities in the northern hemi-sphere up to V=6.65 mag. A areful abundaneanalysis of high resolution high S
N

ratio spetraof these objets has sorted out the sample into17 hemially normal stars, 12 spetrosopi bi-naries and 13 Chemially Peuliar stars (CPs)among whih 5 are new CP stars whose statusstill needs to be spei�ed fully (Si rih Bp stars,HgMn star or Am star ?).Observations and RedutionHD 67044 has been observed one at Observa-toire de Haute Provene using the High Resolu-tion (R =75000) mode of SOPHIE in Deember2014. A 15 (?) minutes exposures was seuredin Deember 2014 with a S
N

ratio of about ***.ConlusionsHD 67044 has overabundanes in whih are har-ateristi of an SiCrEu star. We thus pro-pose that it should be relassi�ed as a lateChemially Peuliar B star of the SiCrEutype. It displays a mild overabundane ofSilion and large overabundanes of Ti-tanium, Chromium, Yttrium, Zironiumand Europium whih range from 10 ⊙ toabout 200 ⊙ReferenesHubeny, I., Lanz, T., 1992, A&A, 262, 501Kupka, F. et al, 2000, BaltAstr, 9, 590KKuruz, R., L., 1992, Rev. Mexiana. Astron. As-tro�s., 23, 45Monier, R., Gebran, M., Royer, F., 2015, aepted atA&A, April 2015Napiwotzki, R., Shoenberner, D., Wenske, V., 1993,A&A, 268, 653Royer, F., Gebran, M., Monier, R., Adelman, S., Smal-ley, B., Pintado, O., Reiners, A., Hill, G., Gulliver,G., 2014, A&A, 562A, 84R

The nature of the new CP star HD 67044Several spetral regions have been used to readdress the spetral type of HD 67044. The star beinga late B-type dwarf, the hemial peuliarity ould be either i) of the HgMn type, ii) or of the Sitype or iii) of the SrCrEu type, or iv) a hybrid of the last two. We therefore investigated severalspetral regions ontaining strong resonane or low exitation lines of Hg, Mn, Si, Sr, Cr and Eu.First, the red wing of Hǫ harbors the Hg II λ 3984 Å line and several Zr II and Y II lines likely tobe strenghtened in late B star of the Hg-Mn type. The region from 4125 Å to 4145 Å ontains thelassi�ation Si II doublet (M 2), the Mn II line at 4136 Å and the Sr II resonane line at 4129.72Å likely to be strengthened respetively in a Bp Si star, in a star enrihed in Mn and a SrCrEu Bpstar. The regions 4070-4080 Å, 4210-4220 Å and 4300-4310 Å ontain the resonane lines of Sr II at4077.71 Å and 4215.52 Å and the low-exitation line at 4305.44 Å. The 4200-4210 Å region ontainsthe Eu II resonane line at 4205.04 Å. The 4550-4560 Å region ontains the strongest expeted CrII line at 4558.65 Å.Laboratory wavelength (Å) Identi�ation Multiplet number Abundane3982.44 Y II 200 ⊙3983.87 Hg II M 2 not deteted3990.96 Zr II 70 ⊙3998.82 Zr II 70 ⊙4077.71 Sr II 1 ⊙4128.07 Si II M 2 2-3 ⊙4130.88 Si II M 2 2-3 ⊙4136.92 Mn II about ⊙4205.04 Eu II 70 ⊙4215.52 Sr II 1 ⊙4305.44 Sr II 1 ⊙4558.65 Cr II M 1 10 ⊙Table 1: Classi�ation lines and determined abundanes for HD 67044Model atmospheres and spetrum synthesis alulationThe e�etive temperature and surfae gravity of HD 67044 were �rst evaluated using B−V = −0.04and the e�etive temperature alibration versus B − V in Doazan & Underhill (****). This yields
Teff = 10200 K in good agreement with Huang et al (2010) who derived Teff = 10519K ad
log g = 3.72 whih we have adopted for the surfae gravity. A plane parallel model atmosphereassuming radiative equilibrium and hydrostati equilibrium has �rst been omputed using the AT-LAS9 ode (Kuruz,1992). The linelist was built from Kuruz's (1992) gfhyperall.dat �le whihinludes hyper�ne splitting levels. A grid of syntheti spetra was omputed with SYNSPEC48(Hubeny & Lanz, 1992) to model the Si II, Ti II, Cr II, Mn II, Fe II, Y II, Zr II and Eu II lines.Computations were iterated varying the unknown abundane [X

H
] until minimisation of the hi-squarebetween the observed and syntheti spetrum. Figure 1 displays the synthesis of 3 lines: Y II 3982.44Å, Zr II 3990.96 Å and Zr II 3998.82 Å. The observed line pro�les, reti�ed to the red wing of Hǫ areompared to the syntheti spetrum proving the best �t to the oberved one. The model is omputedfor an overabundane of Yttrium of 200 ⊙ and of Zironium of 70 ⊙ (solid line: observed normalisedspetrum, dashed lines: syntheti spetrum).

Figure 1: Y II and Zr II lines in the red wing of Hǫ (observed: solid line, model: dashed line)


